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Abstract 

This paper aims to measure the relationship between systemic vulnerability and government 

development investments. Systemic vulnerability is a concept introduced by Doner et al. 

(2005), which suggests that broad coalitions, severe external threats and scarce resources will 

lead to developmental states. Developmental states have several definitions that can generally 

be divided into structural and ideological features. Structural features include aspects related to 

state capacity and bureaucratic robustness, while ideological features refer to a stated goal of 

development. However, the term “developmental state” is also used as a political buzzword, 

which has diluted the academic concept. Education investments are used as a proxy for 

development investments because of the long-term societal and economic benefits that 

education has in a society. The study combines theories of political behavior, state-building and 

rentier states for the argument that systemic vulnerability should be positively correlated with 

education investments. Analysis is based on data from 73 countries and it shows that only some 

components of systemic vulnerability are correlated with education investments. The weak 

relationship between scarce resources and education investment follows the expected trend, 

while the relationship between external threat and education investment is unexpectedly 

negative. The broad coalitions show no statistically significant correlation between coalition 

size and education investment. These findings make a contribution to the field of development 

studies by expanding the understanding of the impact that systemic vulnerability has on 

development, since there has not been a large-n test of the concept on development investments 

before.  
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1. Introduction  

Understanding why some governments invest in development and why some do not, engages 

researchers from different disciplines. Some researchers claim that democracy is essential for 

development, while others dismiss the need for preconditions for development (Leftwich 

1993:605). Others still blame the resource curse for siphoning revenue from natural resources 

to predatory elites that leave the rest of the country poor and undeveloped (Schwarz 2008: 600).  

This study borrows the concept of systemic vulnerability, as it is used by Doner, 

Ritchie and Slater (2005), to find if it is related to government investments in development. 

Doner et al. use systemic vulnerability to explain the emergence of developmental states in East 

Asia, and while it would be interesting to test if the theory that systemic vulnerability leads to 

states becoming developmental is supported in a quantitative analysis, the concept of 

developmental states makes this difficult. As Laura Routley puts it: “the idea of a 

developmental state is a political idea, as much as it is an academic model” (Routley 2014:160). 

There are several definitions of the developmental state ranging from political goals to the 

institutional capacities required to become a developmental state (Ibid.:161). The lack of a 

consensus on what constitutes a developmental state greatly inhibits a meaningful large-n test 

of the theory. Instead, this paper will focus on whether there is a connection between systemic 

vulnerability and governments’ development investments. This adaptation of Doner et al.’s 

concept should not be too far-fetched, as development investments reasonably should emerge 

from a goal of developing – either economically or in a more holistic way – as is the case with 

developing states (Routley 2014:161). Doner et al. themselves see the improvement of living 

standards as one of the responses to systemic vulnerability (2005:340). A shift from 

developmental states to development investment can also be argued when one takes into 

account the shift in global markets since the 1990’s. When the East Asian economies Doner et 

al. studied began to stand out in the 1970’s, the global economy looked different than it does 

for developmental states in the 21st century. As Peter Evans states, job growth has generally 

shifted from manufacturing to service based labor. He suggests that aspiring developmental 

states should focus on human capital and expanding capabilities (Evans 2010:6).   

Observe that government investment in development and actual development are 

not the same. This study does not aim to measure successful development or government 

efficiency in development. Instead it aims to explore if there is a connection between systemic 

vulnerability and larger development investments. The available data affects how this 

investment can be measured. Unfortunately, reliable data in developing countries can be hard 
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to find, and overall development investment is hard to pinpoint as developmental investments 

often are connected to other areas. Since development investment is a broad concept and all 

states have different ways to invest in development, this study will limit itself to one particular 

area of development investments, namely education investments. The amount of money 

allocated to education by the state will stand as a proxy for development investment. Education 

investment is chosen since increased education has documented diverse effects on both the state 

economy and individual lives. The UN defines education as a key area to achieve other 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) such as gender equality and poverty reduction and 

education is a crucial factor in moving from unskilled to skilled labor, as an increase in the 

availability of education also enables more people to gain access to it and become a part of the 

skilled labor pool (UN 2017; Abdullah 2015:302). In this way, education is directly involved 

in “upgrading” the economy. Since education is so widely accepted as a tool for improvement 

in society, it should be able to capture governments development investments. There is a risk 

that education investments are not prioritized by governments, who instead opt to invest in other 

development areas, such as infrastructure or healthcare. However, this risk is present regardless 

of which area of development investments is chosen. 

The following chapter of this paper will discuss the different parts of systemic 

vulnerability and the current research on both systemic vulnerability and education in a 

developmental context. The third chapter will present the research design of the study, introduce 

the variables used in it, and finish with a summary of the potential issues with the chosen 

research design. The fourth chapter will report the results and analyze their implication, while 

the conclusion will summarize the contents of this paper and suggest further research on the 

topic. 

  

2. Theoretical framework 

2.1. Systemic Vulnerability 

Doner, Ritchie and Slater (2005) have studied states in East Asia to explain why countries such 

as Singapore and South Korea have invested in “upgrading” their economies to achieve 

development while others in the region, e.g. Malaysia, have not. The authors suggest that 

systemic vulnerability creates a situation where governments are forced to upgrade their 

economies to remain in power and that this need of better economic performance is why some 

states become “developmental” (Ibid.:328f).  
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The idea of systemic vulnerability relies on politicians prioritizing their own 

political survival over public policy (Ibid.). There is support for this assumption in the literature. 

For example, Stephen Kosack argues that the main cause for governments’ lack of commitment 

to the UNESCO movement ‘Education of All’ is dependent on a lack of political will rather 

than economic or other constraints. He argues that government-funded primary education is 

dependent on its ability to keep the politicians in power (Kosack 2009:495f). This mirrors 

Doner et al.’s theory of systemic vulnerability in that politicians’ main motivation is their own 

political survival rather than providing public goods to their constituents. Keefer provides an 

alternative explanation to why governments invest in public goods in his study on young 

democracies. In his explanation, clientelist politics that favor narrow groups is a response to a 

lack of credibility. Politicians in young democracies often lack the ability to make credible 

commitments to public policies and thus appeal to minority fractions and patrons to secure their 

victory (Keefer 2007:805). In his explanation, while political survival is a primary goal for 

politicians, the failure to provide public goods (such as education) and instead resorting to 

clientelism is a solution to a credibility problem, and like Doner et al. also presume, a cheaper 

option to keep oneself in power. Power securing is not the only explanation for public goods 

provision. Lily Tsai’s research of Chinese village politics concludes that when the government 

lacks accountability, as often is the case with autocratic regimes, an informal accountability can 

be formed when local politicians care about their moral standing (Tsai 2007:356). However, 

this study focuses on highly localized politics, where politicians are embedded in solidarity 

groups that they feel accountable for. On a state level, it might be more challenging to find 

solidarity groups that will include the whole population (Ibid.:371).  

Systemic vulnerability consists of three equal parts: broad coalitional 

commitments that increase the pressure to provide side payments to popular sectors; severe 

external threat which increases defense expenditure and thus compromises the ability to keep 

side payments; and scarce resources that put limits on the ability to afford side payments and 

security costs. They claim that systemic vulnerability will force politicians to invest in a way 

that expands the economy, rather than keep themselves in power through clientelist politics and 

private connections (Doner et al.:329). The next sections will delve deeper into the individual 

parts of systemic vulnerability; how they function and what the literature says about their 

relationship with development. 
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2.1.1. Broad Coalitions 

Doner et al. presume that ruling elites will only broaden coalitions beyond a winning size if 

they are forced to by a threat of “disruptive mass mobilization” or elite conflict (2005:331). A 

broad coalition in turn makes it difficult to maintain side payments to popular sectors when 

resources are limited. The larger coalition size also hinders a “race to the bottom” of lowering 

wages and regulation since it would likely upset parts of the coalition. Instead, politicians need 

to find alternative solutions to create revenue and keep themselves in power (Ibid.).  

 Research shows that investments in public goods are connected to political 

accountability. This is supported by Joel Sawat Selway, who presumes that public goods 

distribution is dependent on how big the proportion of the electorate that the politicians 

represent in politics; if the politicians see themselves accountable to a large portion of the 

population they are more likely to invest in public goods over private goods (Sawat Selway 

2011:167). Another theory proposes that increased political competition leads to less corruption 

and patronage (Weitz-Shapiro 2012:570). Rebecca Weitz-Shapiro points out that clientelism 

correlates with poverty, and that the clients of politicians are often poor. She also argues that 

when politicians do not need to compete for electoral seats – as could be the case with narrow 

coalitions – there is no need to resort to clientelism to secure those seats (Ibid.:575). Weitz-

Shapiro’s conclusion is that when there is competition for electoral seats, politicians are more 

likely to engage with clientelist politics if their constituents are poor (Ibid.:581). However, as 

Szwarcberg points out, politicians are dependent on their capacity to access resources to 

distribute to clients in order to be clientelist (Szwarcberg 2013:39). These resources are limited 

and regulated by higher-ups on the municipal or national level. This demonstrates the 

conditionality of systemic vulnerability; broad coalitions might, as Weitz-Shapiro suggests, 

encourage more clientelism, if one does not account for resource limitations. However, when 

resources are limited, clientelism is not feasible as the politicians have no access to resources 

that can be used to buy loyalty from constituents. 

 

2.1.2. External Threat 

At first glance, it seems unreasonable to expect that an external threat towards the state could 

possibly be beneficial for development. However, a popular theory of state formation by 

Charles Tilly asserts that modern European states grew strong because of external threats that 

forced development (Doner et al. 2005:339). This theory asserts that to finance their wars, elites 

needed to keep extracting revenue and accumulate capital and thus accidentally created nation 
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states (Lemke 2003:59). Tilly’s theory meets some resistance in Mohammed Ayyod’s work as 

he reminds that the developing countries of today are affected by other external influences than 

the European states: colonial legacies, ethnic divides and demands of social justice complicate 

state-building through war (Ibid.).  

Even though there has been ample research on the causal relationship between 

military spending and economic growth, there is little consensus on whether the relationship 

exists (Dunne & Vougas 1999:525). Doner et al. suggest that the solution lies within state 

economics; whether states need to build more revenue by development or can rely on natural 

resource rents to keep financing the military (Doner et al. 2005:339). In turn, Henderson’s study 

of United States military spending and poverty presents results that show that military spending 

increases poverty during peace and decreases poverty during wartimes. His explanation of this 

is that during wartime a larger proportion of the military budget is used to cover personnel costs, 

as more people are employed by the military system, while peacetime military budget 

emphasizes R&D (Henderson 1988:517). His findings also support that the source of military 

spending matters, as he points out that when spending is financed through deficit spending it is 

more harmful to the poor (Ibid.). In sum, the effect that external threats have on development 

is contended, but there are cases that point to that the mode of resource extraction matters when 

financing the military.  

  

2.1.3. Scarce Resources 

There is ample research on the impact natural resources have on development. States that rely 

on natural resource exports are prone to suffer from declining terms of trade, Dutch disease, 

unstable prices and foreign investors that siphon the revenue out of the country (Brass 

2008:527). Besides direct economic disadvantages that natural resources can create, there can 

be severe political effects on so called ‘rentier states’, as in states that gain the majority of their 

revenue from natural resource rents. States that rely on natural resources have been shown to 

divert the need for taxation as elites can rely on natural resource rents for revenue instead of 

collecting tax. This in turn leads to decreased accountability to the population and weak 

incentives to build developmental capacity (Rakner 2014:228). In this way, natural resources 

can undermine governance and even lead to more corruption and power abuse. At worst, large 

supplies of natural resources can fuel conflict over who controls the resources (Ibid.:231). This 

lack of governance which is evident in many resource-rich countries has gained the name 

‘resource curse’. However, there is evidence that democratic institutions can combat the 
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resource curse. The problem is that if democratic institutions are not already in place, it is 

unlikely that political elites will democratize when they can benefit more from the rentier state 

model (Schwarz 2008:610).  

 Doner et al. highlight the effect that coalition size and security concerns have on 

how states will utilize their natural resource rents (2005:340). They are not alone to do so. There 

are cases where rentier states have been able to remain stable when they have provided welfare 

and wealth to their citizens. Schwarz points out that this trade-off between welfare and political 

rights can be maintained only as long as the citizens trust that the redistribution of funds keeps 

up (2008:607). This tangents Doner et al.’s theory that systemic vulnerability will force states 

without sufficient revenue from rents to develop in fear of losing their power. Schwarz also 

explains that rentier states that would otherwise have suffered from institutional failure and 

been destroyed in competition with other states (as Tilly’s theory of war creating states 

assumes) have been able to continue existing as failed states thanks to their revenue supply that 

is not dependent on the state functioning properly (Ibid.:613).  

 There is research that points to that the resource curse might emerge even without 

traditional natural resources. For example, Brass finds that geographic location and aid have 

generated rents that have enabled the resource curse to take effect (Brass 2008:542). The 

research on aid triggering the resource curse is inconclusive, but some have found comparable 

effects from large amounts of international aid as from natural resources (Rakner 2014:232). 

Overall, the research on the impact of natural resources supports the assumption that large 

reserves of resources can be detrimental to development.  

 

2.2. Development as Education 

The connection between education and development has been well-documented. On an 

individual level, education has a positive effect on salary and is an essential instrumental 

freedom in Amartya Sen’s capability approach (Psacharopoulos 1988:100; Sen 1999:39). For 

example, access to primary education has been connected to improved health in the household 

and better budgeting (Haveman & Wolfe 1984: Table 1). On a societal level, education has not 

only been connected to improved economic performance, but has also been shown to reduce 

crime rates and increase equality (Ibid.; UN 2017). Since education has a central role in the UN 

development goals, there is a question whether outside pressure explain why states invest more 

in development. According to Kosack, international assistance to education will not amount to 

much as long as the government is unwilling to invest in education (Kosack 2009:513). 
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However, there might be a possibility that aid would divert the need to invest in education if it 

was provided by others. This is related to the possibility of aid acting as a resource discussed 

in the previous section, as aid would be a solution for the constraints that scarce resources put 

on government spending. 

The equalizing effect of education is dependent on several factors. Abdullah et al. 

(2015) find that education is more likely to increase income of the lowest earners than it is to 

decrease the income of the rich. Still, it is the highest and lowest income brackets that are 

impacted most by education (Abdullah et al. 2015:314). The positive effects that education has 

on economic performance decrease with the education level – primary education has the highest 

effect and tertiary the lowest. This is partly because education becomes more expensive as it 

reaches higher levels (Psacharopoulos 1988:101). 

It is important to note that increased spending on education does not equal the 

benefits of development automatically. There are multiple factors that need to be taken into 

account. First, education investment is not guaranteed to be used efficiently. Linda English 

notes that the investment allocation matters as primary education has a higher rate of return in 

comparison to e.g. university scholarships (English 1994:101). In a bleaker prediction, Dreher 

et al. see weakness in state-led education investment as it is exposed to capture by both 

producers and privileged consumers (Dreher et al. 2008:295). Second, it is not guaranteed that 

widespread education is good education. In a review by Glewwe et al. (2014), it is noted that 

new research shows evidence that education quality rather than quantity might be better at 

explaining economic growth. Some studies go even further, arguing that public spending is 

close to irrelevant in measuring education quality. Roberts (2003 in Dreher et al. 2008) studies 

education through demand factors (e.g. parents’ educational level and household poverty) and 

supply factors (e.g. public spending and education costs). Roberts finds that the impact of 

supply-side factors are insignificant in comparison to the demand side in influencing school 

performance (in Dreher et al. 2008:293). As this study does not measure the effects of education 

investments, this is not expected to have an impact on the relationship between systemic 

vulnerability and education investments. 

 A study of OECD countries’ private education investment shows that government 

investment in education is dependent on economic, political and normative conditions. 

Politically, states that are governed by conservative parties prefer private financing of education 

whereas states where the people rely on state problem-solving have lower private education 

expenditure. Regarding norms, a high Catholic population percentage is related to lower private 

education financing. Economically, federalism and fiscal de-centralization is connected to high 
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private funding and the presence of unions has the opposite effect (Wolf & Zohlnhöfer 

2009:242f). This could mean that states with higher private financing of education from the 

start are less likely to invest in education as they face systemic vulnerability, opting instead to 

build development through e.g. public health or infrastructural improvements. 

 

2.3. Hypothesis 

The previous section has gone to detail on the mechanism how systemic vulnerability is 

supposed to create political incentives to invest in a sustainable economic development, rather 

than participate in the “race to the bottom”1 of worsened employee rights and deregulation of 

labor. According to the theory, when governments are faced with resource constraints from 

scarce natural resource endowments, political pressure from broad coalitions and high military 

expenditure from external threats they are likely to expand “the national pie” through non-

exploitative growth (Doner et al. 2005:331). Doner et al. use this concept to explain what 

motivated certain East Asian states to adopt ‘developmental’ policies. This study will test if 

systemic vulnerability is related to developmental investments. For this, the proxy of education 

investment is used. This leads to the hypothesis, which is that: 

States that are constrained by systemic vulnerability consisting of broad 

coalitions, severe external threat and scarce resources will be more likely to also 

have a higher education investment from the government. 

The study will be limited to low- and middle-income countries as defined by the DAC list of 

ODA recipients. The reason for this limitation is that high-income states will propably not react 

to systemic vulnerability in the same way as low- and middle-income countries as they are not 

expected to have the same developmental needs. 

 
3. Research Design 

3.1. Method choice 

To test the hypothesis presented in section 2.3. this paper will employ a cross-sectional method 

to study the correlation between the independent and dependent variables. The independent 

variables consist of the earlier described components of systematic vulnerability, and the 

                                                
1 For a discussion on the race to the bottom and the global division of labor, see Kiely, R. in 

The Companion to Development Studies (2014) 
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dependent variable is education investment. The data will first be analyzed through bivariate 

regression of the three independent variables and the dependent variable to establish their 

correlation individually. Second, it will be analyzed in four sets of multivariate regression. The 

first multivariate regression excludes the control variable Government Orientation because of 

the large amount of missing data on the variable that could weaken the other results. The second 

multivariate regression will include the independent variables and the dependent variable in 

order to observe how they impact each other. The third multivariate regression will include 

Government Orientation to get a sense on how it affects the other variables. The fourth 

multivariate regression will include regional dummies for Africa, Asia and America (North and 

South). The regional dummy for Eastern Europe will serve as the base case of the regression 

analysis. Control variables are important to the analysis because of the non-experimental 

research design; since the study is unable to isolate the effect of the independent variables, 

control variables attempt to capture the alternative explanations and effects on the variables 

(Teorell & Svensson 2007:183). The control variables are introduced at the end of this chapter. 

Cross-sectional method suffers from two analytical weaknesses. First, it lacks the 

ability to establish the causal order of the effect since it only relies on one time point. Second, 

it is unable to explain the mechanism of how the variables affect one another (Bryman 

2011:168). In this particular study, these weaknesses should not present an insurmountable 

challenge, as both the causal order and the mechanism how systemic vulnerability affects 

development is based on the already existing work of Doner et al. Their theoretical reasoning 

establishes both a causal order and the mechanism by which systematic vulnerability works. 

This has already been described in the previous chapter. However, Doner et al.’s work does not 

change that this study cannot draw any reliable conclusions on causality from the regression 

analyses. Moreover, the cross-sectional method has a weakness in this particular study. Because 

it is expected that systemic vulnerability will change education investment, it could be argued 

that a time series cross sectional (TSCS) analysis would be more suited for the purpose of the 

study because it can measure change in time (Teorell & Svensson 2007:81). This paper 

concedes that TSCS could potentially give stronger evidence of the relationship between the 

variables. However, a lack of longitudinal data affects the possibility to generate meaningful 

results and thus favors a cross-sectional design. Particularly, the data on education investment 

is poorly reported which might be because the data partly relies on governments’ self-reporting. 

UNESCO notes that “the complex nature of finance in the sector and the different ways in 

which institutions report financial information” creates obstacles for data collection and 

analysis, which in turn results in incomplete data (UNESCO 2016:5). The data on military 

Navigare Vivere Est
Här står det omvänt. Första multivariata är på independent och dependent, andra med kontrollvariabler förutom gov. orientation�
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expenditure was also somewhat lacking. The probable explanation for this is that states are 

reluctant to disclose information on their military investments because of national security 

reasons. 

 

3.2. Data Selection 

The data used in the analysis is gathered from several sources. Education Expenditure, Military 

Expenditure and Natural Resources are all taken from the World Bank dataset of World 

Development Indicators (WDI). WDI compiles data on a range of development indicators and 

spans from 1960 to 2016. Education expenditure is gathered from UNESCO Institute of 

Statistics and military expenditure is gathered from SIPRI “Yearbook: Armaments, 

Disarmaments and International Security”. Natural resource endowments are estimated based 

on a World Bank report “Changing Wealth of Nations: Measuring Sustainable Development in 

the New Millennium”. Coalition size is gathered from the Quality of Government (QoG) 

Institute Standard dataset. This data spans from 1946 to 2016.  

Even though the data from the World Bank and the QoG dataset both span over 

half a century, the available data on different indicators and countries can vary. As mentioned 

in the previous section, the variables Government Orientation, Military Expenditure and 

Education Investment all suffer from a lack of data. In the case of Education Investment and 

Military Expenditure the method of compensation from the QoG dataset has been utilized when 

possible. The QoG cross-sectional dataset prioritizes data from 2013 but completes missing 

numbers from the closest available year up to ±3 years.2 This was done in two cases for Military 

Expenditure and once for Natural Resources. The rest are for Education Investment. In the case 

of Education Investment, the dataset changed its data mapping methods in 2011. Because of 

this, no older data than that from 2011 will be used to compensate missing data for the variable 

Education Investment. The reason that data on Military Expenditure was only compensated 

twice was that more often than not military expenditure was undisclosed not just for 2013 but 

for all nearby years, while Education Investment, if missing for 2013, was usually available for 

±3 years. This step is necessary to keep a robust sample size for the regression analyses. For 

the QoG control variable Government Orientation missing data has been solved by only 

                                                
2 This was done to 13 cases in the World Bank dataset, namely Central African Republic, 

Georgia, Guyana, Liberia, Moldova, Mongolia, Paraguay, Swaziland, Tajikistan, Timor-Leste, 

Tunisia, Tanzania and Uruguay 
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including the variable in one of the multiple regression analyses that include the control 

variables. 

The data is limited to low- and middle-income countries, based on the DAC list 

of ODA recipients. This includes all low and middle-income countries based on GNI per capita, 

including the LDCs. However, G8- members, EU-members and states with set EU membership 

entrance-dates are excluded. Since 2005 the ODA list of Recipients only includes “traditional” 

developing countries and excludes the data on development aid to “more advanced” states 

(OECD 2017a). A review of the descriptive statistics of the variables reveals an outlier in both 

Natural Resources and Aid3. These are both caused by the same country, Liberia, and when 

Liberia is included natural resources and aid are correlated by 0,22 units with a 99,9% statistical 

security. The UNDP Human Development report states that Liberia is one of the poorest 

countries both by headcount (84%) and intensity (58%) in the Multidimensional Poverty Index 

(MPI) (UNDP 2013:27). Liberia has large mineral deposits, including gold, iron and lead. In 

2001, the UN banned Liberian diamond exports to stop the trade of “blood” diamonds (Bowen 

Jones et al. 2017). When Liberia is excluded from the bivariate regression the statistical 

significance disappears. Because of its notable impact on the data, Liberia is excluded from the 

analysis. Originally, the dataset had 74 cases and after excluding Liberia it is set at 73.  

Figure 1. Scatterplot and OLS line for Aid and Natural Resources.  

                                                
3 See Figure 1 
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3.3. Variables 

Researchers in political science can confront a dilemma in level estimations, such as scarce 

resources, severe external threats or broad coalitions. These types of baselines are often drawn 

by the researchers themselves, and thus are vulnerable to subjective evaluation (Esaiasson et 

al. 2007:163). There are ways to get around the problem of subjective evaluation, by comparing 

data in time; in relation to a bigger population; or by comparison to an already established 

evaluation (Ibid.:168f). However, this paper does not have the space to define such baselines. 

As Doner et al. do not establish a definition of the subcategories of systemic vulnerability, this 

paper will be satisfied to measure correlation between the three independent variables (systemic 

vulnerability) and the dependent variable (education expenditure) including control variables. 

 
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of variables excluding Liberia. 

Note: Only three decimals are included. Region dummies are not included. 
 

3.3.1. Dependent Variable: Government investment in Education 

Government investment in education is measured as the percentage that the government spends 

on education out of government expenditure on all sectors. Education investment data is 

gathered from the annual education survey made by the UNESCO Institute of Statistics. It is 

already mentioned that the data on Education Investment has been completed with data from 

Variable N Mean 
Standard 
Deviation Min.  Max. 

Education Investment  73 16,089 4,691 6,395 28,663 

Margin of Majority 73 0,649 0,202 0,064 1 

Military Expenditure 73 1,682 1,022 0,190 5,610 

Natural Resources 73 9,778 9,889 0,001 41,067 

Aid 73 4,410 4,948 -0,101 21,144 

Regime Age 73 27,534 27,832 1 211 

Gov. Orientation  38 0,210 0,413 0 1 
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±3 years4. This was a necessary step to keep the number of cases high enough to do a cross-

sectional analysis. There is little reason to believe that there could have been other sources of 

data that would have been more complete than the World Bank WDI’s. 

There have been two updates to the data framework in the last decade. In 2011, a 

new method of mapping the data was implemented to ensure comparability of the education 

programs across states and from 2014 the data for total government expenditure is gathered 

from the IMF, rather than states themselves (World Bank 2017). These changes have been taken 

into account when replacing missing data. This led to data from 2010 being excluded from the 

dataset, as it cannot be secured that the data is comparable. However, data from 2014 and 20155 

was allowed to replace missing data from 2013 because the change in the data source should 

not influence results in a remarkable way. The UNESCO Institute of Statistics confirms that 

the previous version of economic indicators from 2008 is compatible with the new Government 

Finance Statistics manual from 2014 (UNESCO 2016:7-8). 

Figure 2. shows the highest and lowest data points on education investments. 

Furthest from the sample average is Azerbaijan with a mere 6,4% investment in education. 

Even though literacy increased from 10% to close to 100% during Soviet rule, education 

expenditure has diminished since the country gained independence in 1991 (Styrman 2016a). 

The highest investment in education is in Zimbabwe with 28,7% of government expenditure 

going to education. Zimbabwe has historically invested heavily into education, and had one of 

the best education systems in Africa at the end of the 20th century. However, an economic crisis 

in the beginning of the new millennium drew the progress to a halt. Financing of education has 

recovered with the help of UNICEF and the abandonment of the Zimbabwean dollar in 2009 

(Höglund 2016a). Because of its high education investments, Zimbabwe is an outlier in all 

bivariate regressions. Unlike Liberia, Zimbabwe is kept in the analysis because it does not 

impact the regression results by itself. 

                                                
4 Excluding the year 2010 
5 The dataset includes four cases with data from 2014 or 2015. These are Moldova (2014), 

Swaziland (2014), Tajikistan (2014) and Tanzania (2015). 
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 Figure 2. Index plot of values on Education Investment 

 

3.3.2. Independent Variables: Broad Coalitions 

Doner et al. (2005) do not define coalitions beyond “political elites”. However, they describe 

how side payments to political elites create strains to the state economy and that coalitions are 

only broadened when there is outside pressure to do so (Doner et al. 2005:338). As the 

government is usually the executive branch of the state and the one with the most control over 

the state resources, it is determined that the size of government will be used to measure coalition 

size. Because of its executive status, the government has a large impact on budgetary decision 

and often needs to form political coalitions in order to gain support from the legislative branch 

(the parliament). Because of these features, this study will consider a minority government a 

narrow coalition, while a majority government would entail a broadening of the political 

coalition. This study will use the Margin of Majority that the government has in parliament to 

determine coalitional size. This is calculated by dividing the number of government seats by 

total seats in parliament. The data is taken from the QoG dataset and collected by the Database 

of Political Institutions (Teorell et al. 2017). The possible range of values is between 0-1, where 

1 equals that the whole parliament is represented in the government, and 0 equals that the 

government has no representation in parliament. This operationalization has two major 

problems. First, it does not account for whether opposition is allowed, as a 1 could be an 
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indication of party repression. Second, this measure accounts for party alliance, and is ill-suited 

to countries where political parties are not the norm. Both of these problems will be evident 

below, in the case of Belarus. 

 The state with the smallest government coalition in the dataset is Belarus at a 6% 

Margin of Majority. Belarus gained independence from the Soviet Union in 1991 and has since 

1994 been led by president Aleksandr Lukasjenko. Opposition parties are repressed and in the 

2012 election, all 110 parliament seats were filled by Lukasjenko loyalists (Styrman 2016b). 

This demonstrates the problems of validity in the dataset, as the dataset would indicate that 

Belarus has a small coalition, while in reality, the coalition size of the Belarus parliament is 

large, as opposition to the ruling elites is repressed and the parliament is wholly supportive of 

the president. The reason for the small coalition size is that most of the elected parliament 

members were not members of any party and instead opting to run as independent candidates 

(Styrman 2016c). In this case, broad coalition can be seen as a result of government repression, 

rather than an extension of political power, unlike how Doner et al. assume that broad coalitions 

are formed. However, Belarus should be an exception, rather than the norm, in regard to 

political parties. Political parties can be seen as a norm on the political arena at the national 

level in most countries. 

 

Figure 3. Scatterplot and OLS line for Education Investment and Coalition Size 
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3.3.3. Independent Variables: External Threat 

It is challenging to measure a subjective variable such as threat. Threat interpretation is 

dependent on several factors and the relationship between the parties6. However, since the 

mechanism Doner et al. focus on is the financial strain that emerges with rising security costs, 

this paper deems it sufficient to measure military expenditure. External threat is measured in 

military expenditure as percentage of GDP as provided by the SIPRI “Yearbook: Armaments, 

Disarmaments and International Security”. Since the data on military expenditure is not 

standardized across states, the reported figures may vary. SIPRI aims to make independent 

evaluations of all their data, but when it is not possible, national estimations are used (World 

Bank 2017). 

 The biggest investor in the military from the data is Chad. In 2013 Chad sent 

soldiers to Mali to fight an Islamist invasion and to the Central African Republic in order to 

stop the raging civil war, which could explain the high military expenditure. The state also 

collaborates with the United States in stopping Boko Haram and al-Qaida from gaining territory 

inside Chad (Höglund 2016b). The low education investments can be explained by rural 

parents’ paying teachers’ salaries and private Islamic schools that are popular in the northern 

parts of the country (Höglund 2016c).  

                                                
6 For a discussion on the major IR theories and their perception of threat, see Hurd, Simpson 

and Wohlforth in The Oxford Handbook of International Relations (2008). 

Navigare Vivere Est
ongoing
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Figure 4. Scatterplot and OLS Line for Education Investment and Military Expenditure  

3.3.4. Independent Variables: Scarce Resources 

In order to measure natural resource constraints that states meet, this paper will measure the 

states’ total natural resource rents as their share of GDP. This includes revenue gathered from 

oil, gas, coal, mineral and forest resources. The rent is calculated by subtracting the average 

cost of production from the estimated world price of the commodity and multiplied “by the 

physical quantities countries extract or harvest to determine the rents for each commodity” 

(World Bank 2017). Since the prices are estimates, the data does not necessarily reflect the 

actual natural resource rents. There may be tariffs, tolls and embargos that impact the export 

revenue of individual states that are not accounted for in the data. As mentioned above, there 

might be non-traditional resources that can give access to rents. However, these often demand 

special conditions that make them an exception, rather than the rule. Aid will be considered in 

the control variables.  
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Figure 5. Scatterplot and OLS line of Education Investment and Natural Resources 

 

3.3.5. Control Variables: Aid 

Aid is included in the control variables as a complement to the dependent variable Scarce 

Resources because of the before-mentioned risk for aid acting as an enabler of the resource 

curse. This is not exclusive to financial aid, as project-based aid can create aid fungibility 

because the government can replace their own investment in projects by the new project-aid 

(Cordella and Dell’Ariccia 2007:1274). Aid is measured as net ODA received as percentage of 

GNI. The data is provided by OECD and presented by the World Bank. It is important to note 

that the data does not take into account aid given by other recipient countries (World Bank 

2017). Thus, there is a possibility of distortion in the data. 

 

3.3.6. Control Variables: Government Orientation 

There are challenges in measuring the amount of private investments in education. Even though 

OECD collects data on their members’ private investments, it is unsuitable for a study of 

development countries since it lacks most of the data for middle-income and low-income 

countries. In order to control for private investment this study will instead use Wolf and 

Zohlnhöfer’s findings that states with conservative governments also have higher rates of 

private investment in education (Wolf Zohlnhöfer 2009:241). Conservative Government is 

measured by the chief executive party orientation. This data is coded 1 for right orientation, and 
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0 for other party orientation. The dataset defines ‘Right’ parties as conservative, Christian 

democratic or right-wing (Teorell et al. 2017). The data is provided by the QoG database and 

gathered from the DPI. This data was lacking 35 cases out of 73. In order to not lose other data 

in regression analysis this study will conduct three multivariate regressions with the control 

variables, of which two exclude the variable in question in order to maximizes the degrees of 

freedom. 

 

3.3.7. Control Variables: Regime Age 

The third control variable is based on Keefer’s study of young democracies credibility 

problems. As mentioned before, Keefer finds that politicians in young democracies are more 

likely to engage in clientelist politics than their counterparts in old democracies because they 

lack credibility (Keefer 2009:820). This could have an impact on how much governments invest 

in education. Regime age is measured by consecutive years of current regime type. The data is 

provided by the QoG database based on the Boix-Miller-Rosato dataset (2013). 

 

3.3.8. Control Variables: Regional Dummies 

Regional dummies have been created for four regions: Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe and 

America. America includes both North America and South America. The reason to include 

regional dummies is to find whether there are regional trends in education investments. The 

regression analysis including regional dummies will exclude the variable Government 

Orientation because of the small sample size. The dataset contained 4 Eastern European 

countries, 16 American countries, 20 Asian countries and 33 African countries. These sample 

sizes are relatively small, which means that it can be challenging to find meaningful results 

from these numbers. However, in a best-case scenario, the regional dummies can give some 

indication on the regions’ education investments.  

 

3.4. Issues of the Methodology 

There are some problems with the suggested methodology. First, the choice of cross-sectional 

method and the compensated data hinders any comments on causality, since the study cannot 

secure the time order. The results can only indicate correlation between the variables. The 

argument for causation can be only theoretical, relying on Doner et al.’s work on systemic 

vulnerability. Second, the lack of a baseline for systemic vulnerability could present itself a 

problem. As it is stated before, this study does not have the space or capacity to make 
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judgements on subjective values such as “scarce”, “severe” and “broad”. Since no baseline is 

set, there is no way to study systemic vulnerability as an independent variable by itself. This 

leads to that the three parts of systemic vulnerability can be measured on their simultaneous 

effect on education investments, but does not require a certain amount of all three independent 

variables at the same time to count towards systemic vulnerability. As Doner et al. assume, all 

three factors must be present at the same time for systemic vulnerability to have an effect 

(2005:330). In a TSCS analysis it would have been possible to make comparisons intra-case, 

but because of the lack of longitudinal data this was made difficult. Instead, this study will have 

to suffice with studying the correlation between the components of systematic vulnerability and 

education investment and draw narrower conclusions from the results. 

 Lastly, there are validity concerns regarding the variable Margin of Majority. 

Since broad coalitions are not defined exactly, it is uncertain if the study actually captures 

coalition size. Another concern stems from that the operationalization used is ill-suited to some 

states, as is exemplified with the case of Belarus. These problems should be kept in mind when 

analyzing the results. 

 
4. Results and Discussion 
4.1. Bivariate and Multivariate Regression Results 

The previous section has already shown the relationship between the dependent and 

independent variables in graphic form. In Table 2 they can be seen in numbers.  

 
Table 2. Bivariate Regressions of the independent and dependent variables. 
Dependent Variable: 
Education Investment 

(1) (2) (3) 

Margin of Majority 2,222 
(2,739) 

  

Military Expenditure  -1,685** 
(0,507) 

 

Natural Resources   -0,063 
(0,056) 

Intercept 14,644 18,922 16,708 

Residual Standard 
Error 

4,703 4,394 4,682 

Adjusted R2 -0,005 0,123 0,018 

N 73 73 73 
Notes: Standard Error in parenthesis. Significance levels: *** p < 0,001; ** p < 0,01; * p < 0,05. Only three 
decimals included. 
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The most noteworthy results can be found in Model (2). This describes the relationship between 

Education Investment and Military Expenditure. The result is significant at a 99% significance 

level but the relationship correlation between the variables is inverted from what was expected 

in the hypothesis. Instead of increasing education investments, larger military expenditures are 

correlated with a decrease in education investments. Models (1) and (3) show no statistically 

significant correlation between either Margin of Majority nor Natural Resources and Education 

Investment, even though the direction of the estimates seems to match the expected results. It 

is important to note that since it cannot be statistically secured, it is impossible to draw 

conclusions from the regressions from Models (1) and (3). When regression results are 

statistically insignificant it cannot be excluded that the perceived correlation between the 

variables is a result of chance, rather than an actual correlation (Teorell & Svensson 2007:213). 

Thus, the relationship between the variables tested in Model (1) and (3) cannot be proven with 

this sample. However, the bivariate regressions should not be taken at face value, since they do 

not account for the presence of each other and notably, without the presence of control 

variables. 

Model (4) shows the multiple regression of all the independent variables together 

with the dependent variable. There are no changes in the directions or the significance levels of 

the estimates in comparison to the bivariate regressions. However, the b-values have changed 

in some degree for all three independent variables. The effect of Military Expenditure has risen 

from -1,685 to -1,625, and Margin of Majority sunk with 0,139 units. Natural Resources also 

decreases its effect in Model (4), with an effect of only -0,045. Still, the results for Margin of 

Majority and Natural Resources remain statistically insignificant. 
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Table 3. Multivariate Regressions with and without Government Orientation. 
Dependent Variable: 
Education Investment 

(4) (5) (6) (7) 

Margin of Majority 2,083 
(2,573) 

0,683  
(2,619) 

3,756  
(3,517) 

1,670 
(2,855) 

Military Expenditure -1,625** 
(0,512) 

-1,637** 
(0,500) 

-1,474*  
(0,686) 

-1,411** 
(0,499) 

Natural Resources -0,045 
(0,053) 

-0,099(*)  
(0,055) 

-0,131  
(0,082) 

-0,125* 
(0,055) 

Aid  0,145  
(0,113) 

0,122  
(0,138) 

0,027 
(0,134) 

Regime Age  0,052** 
(0,019) 

-0,012  
(0,041) 

0,049* 
(0,019) 

Gov. Orientation   0,977 
(1,472) 

 

Regional Dummy: Africa    3,396 
(2,515) 

Regional Dummy: Asia    0,132 
(2,455) 

Regional Dummy: America    2,972 
(2,324) 

Intercept 17,912 17,298 17,251 14,882 

Residual Standard Error 4,415 4,245 3,537 4,112 

Adjusted R2 0,115 0,181 0,125 0,232 

N 73 73 38 73 

Notes: Standard Error in parenthesis. Significance levels: *** p < 0,001; ** p < 0,01; * p < 0,05. (*) p < 0,1 Only 
three decimals are included. Base case for regional dummy variables is Eastern Europe 
 

 Model (5) shows the regression of the independent, dependent and control 

variables excluding Government Orientation. The reason for this exclusion is the large amounts 

of missing data on Government Orientation. The inclusion of control variables is most 

beneficial to Natural Resources. At a 90% statistical security level, the effect of Natural 

Resources increases in strength when control variables Aid and Regime Age are included. From 

the results in Model (5), it could be argued that the statistically significant Regime Age works 

as a suppressor variable for Natural Resources since the effect increases when the variable is 

accounted for. It could be theorized that older states are less likely to misuse natural resource 

rents and thus when the age of the regime is accounted for, the effect that natural resources have 
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on education investments are shown to be more negative than it originally seemed. Military 

Expenditure increases in strength from the inclusion of the control variables while the 

explanatory power of Margin of Majority in turn weakens in effect from an estimate of 2,083 

to 0,683. For these variables, Regime Age would most likely be an underlying variable, as the 

age of a state precedes its budgetary decisions and the governmental coalition size. Margin of 

Majority is the only independent variable without statistical significance in Model (5). Model 

(5) also shows a significant relationship between Regime Age and Education Investment. At a 

99% security level the age of a state has a slightly positive relationship with how much the 

government invests in education. The other control variable, Aid, has an insignificant positive 

correlation with education. This would indicate that aid does not trigger the resource trap as 

Brass (2008) and Rakner (2014) suggest. It is important to keep in mind that since the 

correlation is insignificant, it is not encouraged to draw conclusions on what role aid has on 

education investments. 

 Model (6) keeps all other variables as before but now also includes Government 

Orientation. This inclusion results in that the Natural Resources and Regime Age lose their 

statistical significance. This can be because the number of cases also shrunk from 73 to 38. As 

one can see, Military Expenditure has lost 0,163 units of its explanatory power and Margin of 

Majority has gained in effect from 0,683 in Model (5) to 3,756 in Model (6), even if it still is 

not enough to make the correlation statistically significant. Interestingly, Natural Resources 

shows its strongest effect in Model (6), even though it is no longer statistically significant. Like 

Natural Resources, the variable Regime Age has lost its statistical significance and now 

manifests a negative correlation with the dependent variable. This would suggest that younger 

states are more likely to invest in education. Government Orientation, like Aid, manifests the 

opposite correlation from what was expected. Model (6) would suggest that conservative 

governments are positively correlated with education investments. However, none of the 

control variables have statistical significance in Model (6). As it is stated before, this hinders 

any meaningful conclusions from being made in regard to the actual relationship between the 

variables. The reason for the insignificant results may be the decrease in cases. The smaller the 

sample size, the stronger the correlation needs to be to be statistically significant (Bryman 

2011:336). In this case it means that since the sample size was halved from Model (5), the 

correlation would need to be stronger to stay statistically significant. It is also possible that the 

variable Government Orientation is an intermediary variable to Regime Age and Natural 

Resources, and that their effect on Education Investment is indirect. The following section will 

delve deeper into what the results of the regression analyses could mean. 

Navigare Vivere Est
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 Model (7) shows the multiple regression analysis for all variables except 

Government Orientation and includes regional dummy variables in the analysis. This analysis 

would suggest that states in Eastern Europe on average invest less in education than those in 

Africa, North and South America and Asia. Of these regions, the regional dummy for Africa is 

the highest at approximately 3,396 units, with the America dummy closely behind at 

approximately 2,972 units. Asian state governments invest on average 0,132 units more into 

education than Eastern European states. However, none of these results are statistically 

significant. The inclusion of regional dummies has strengthened the statistical significance of 

Natural Resources, which rises to a 95% security level. Model (7) also shows a diminished 

effect between Aid and Education Investment. Because the regional dummies are statistically 

insignificant, there is no conclusion to be made of the actual correlation between regions and 

education investment. This was somewhat expected as the number of countries for each region 

was relatively small.  

 

4.2. Discussion of the Results 

The results from the bivariate and multivariate regressions would suggest that the hypothesis 

made at the end of Section 3 should be discarded. Of the independent variables, Natural 

Resources and Margin of Majority demonstrate the expected results. Model (5) shows that 

natural resources are negatively correlated with education investments at a 90% statistical 

significance and thus supports the hypothesis laid out in Section 2.3. Even though the effect 

becomes statistically insignificant in Model (6), the b-value increases in effect. This would 

suggest that the significance level is dependent on the small sample size rather than the effect 

being spurious. A 90% security level leaves a certain uncertainty of the correlation as there is a 

10% chance that the results are not representative of the actual relationship between natural 

resources and education investment. However, the inclusion of regional dummies in Model (7) 

strengthen the statistical significance of Natural Resources to 95% security level. For Margin 

of Majority, the correlation matches the hypothesis, although it lacks statistical significance in 

all regression analyses. Thus, it cannot be excluded that the observed effect that coalition size 

has on education investment is a result of chance. Since there were several weaknesses in the 

operationalization of the variable7, it is not altogether surprising that the results are not 

supportive of the hypothesis. The only variable that was consistently statistically significant 

                                                
7 For weaknesses in the variable Margin of Majority see Section 3.3.2. 
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through the bivariate and multivariate regressions was Military Expenditure, which had the 

opposite correlation with education investments from what was expected. Thus, the regression 

analysis found some evidence that one of the three components of systemic vulnerability do 

impact education investments as expected, while the other two have insignificant or opposite 

effects from the expected results. What can explain that the hypothesis did not match the data? 

There are two major explanations for this. First, the methodology could have been lacking. 

Second, there might be better explanations for the effects than the theories used in this paper. 

Both explanations will be discussed shortly. However, there is reason to discuss the credibility 

of Model (6) before that. 

 

Figure 6. Spread of present and missing values on Government Orientation 

Notes: The data shows which cases had missing data on the variable Government Orientation and thus were absent 
from the multivariate regression in Model (6). 
 

There is some reason to believe that the change in significance of the estimates in 

Model (6) were a consequence of the halved sample size rather than the control for Government 

Orientation. While it cannot be mathematically established, a theoretical argument for this 

stance can be made. It seems unlikely that Government Orientation would have such an impact 

that all variables are affected by it and all statistical significance disappears, especially when 

Government Orientation itself is not statistically significant. The likelihood that Government 

Orientation is an intermediary or underlying variable for all other dependent and control 
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variables seems small. Figure 6 shows which cases are missing from Model (6) because of the 

missing data for Government Orientation and draws an OLS line for Military Expenditure and 

Education Investment based on this division. As it seems, some of the extreme values are not 

accounted for in Model (6) but the data lost does not seem systematic. Thus, the cases should 

be closely related, which is also apparent from the similar OLS lines. This would indicate that 

the effect Government Orientation has on Military Expenditure is legitimate. However, Figure 

7 shows that there are only 8 cases of conservative governments in the data. This sample size 

is far too small to be reliable in a statistical analysis. Because of the uncertainty of how Model 

(6) should be interpreted, it is arguably more meaningful to focus on the results from Model 

(5).  

 

Figure 7. Histogram of data frequency on Government Orientation 

 

The first explanation for the unexpected results is that the methodology was 

lacking. Section 3.3. explained that this study would not establish a baseline for what constitutes 

“severe” external threat, “broad” coalition, and “scarce” resources. The decision to not create 

such categories was that it is difficult to establish these independently. There are three popular 

strategies of comparison to create such baselines. First, one can compare the data intra-case 

against time; second, one can make comparisons against a larger population; and third, one can 

compare cases against something already established (Esaisson et al. 2007:165f). From these 
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categories only the second strategy was feasible for this study; There was no time period to 

measure against or any previously established baselines. However, the issue is not as simple as 

calculating an average for the values on the variables and use that measure. Establishing 

baselines can be complicated and it was unfortunately outside the scope of what this paper could 

establish in the given time frame. The lack of a baseline could still impact the results and more 

importantly, since Doner et al. claim that the three conditions are “both a necessary and 

sufficient condition for developmental states” [emphasis added] (2005:330), a dummy variable 

based on whether or not the cases fulfilled all three criteria could have produced different results 

than only comparing the effects of external threats, coalition size and natural resources 

separately. 

Second, there is a question of validity when it comes to the variable Margin of 

Majority. As it is mentioned in the introduction of the variables8, Doner et al. (2005) do not 

define what coalitions they mean. The decision to assume that political elites referred to 

government coalitions was a judgement call from the author of this paper and this could have a 

large impact on why coalition size does not seem to impact education investments. As there 

was no indication of what coalitions Doner et al. meant specifically, it is impossible to know 

whether the results are a consequence of a faulty theory or poor operationalization. The current 

operationalization had also problems in turns of reliability, as the measure showed some 

inconsistency in measuring coalition size when political parties were not the norm of political 

life. These problems make it difficult to find a reason for the insignificant results, as it cannot 

be excluded that the variable failed in actually measuring the intended condition. 

Lastly, there is a lack of differentiation of the education level. Psacharopoulos 

establishes that the gains from education investment diminish as the level of education increases 

(1988:101). This might be reflected in the data, as it could be possible that states that already 

provide primary and secondary education do not see the usefulness to provide tertiary education 

and instead invest in other public goods. Thus, a separation of education investments could 

have produced different results. There is also always the possibility that the theory is not 

adaptable to other development areas than that of the developmental state. Education 

investment might not be prioritized by governments that meet restrains from systemic 

vulnerability, opting instead to invest in other areas, e. g. infrastructure or state-corporate 

cooperation. 

                                                
8 Specifically, Section 3.3.2 
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What alternate explanations are there for the results from the analysis? From 

Model (5) it seems that external threats, scarce resources and the age of the state are correlated 

with education investments, while aid and coalition size do not. Of these, Military Expenditure 

has the strongest statistical significance throughout the regression analysis but its effect is the 

opposite from the hypothesis. The simplest explanation for the shown correlation could be that 

as state budgets are a zero-sum game, when governments invest in certain areas, others’ budgets 

decrease. If states invest heavily in the military, there is less money left for the education 

budget. It could also be possible that governments that perceive a threat of war prioritize 

departments with short-term benefits and departments that increase the likelihood of survival, 

such as healthcare and infrastructure. It is also possible that the data is impacted by the 

difference in peacetime and wartime military investments that Weitz-Shapiro (2012) studied, 

since this study did not account for whether the states in the dataset were involved in an active 

military conflict. In Model (5), the variable Regime Age shows an expected correlation; younger 

regimes are less likely to invest in education. This would give support to Keefer’s (2007) theory 

that politicians in younger states are less inclined to make investment in public goods. While 

this paper argues that Model (5) should be prioritized when discussing the results, it is important 

to keep in mind that the effect Government Orientation has on the analysis could be statistically 

relevant and that it cannot be ignored. 
 
5. Conclusion 
This study wanted to test if the concept of systemic vulnerability, developed by Doner et al. 

(2005), was correlated with development investments. In order to answer the question, cross-

sectional regression analysis was used to find the correlation between the components of 

systemic vulnerability, namely broad coalitions, external threats and scarce resources, and 

education investments, a proxy for development investments. The results from the regression 

analysis show contradictory results, as scarce resources seem to be the only condition that 

shows the expected correlation. In fact, external threats have the opposite effect on education 

investments than expected and coalition size did not show a statistically significance in the 

regression analysis. However, natural resources showed statistical significance in only two of 

the regression models. The inclusion of regional dummies increased the statistical significance 

to 95%. 

 There are some problems that have been addressed throughout this paper. First, 

the lack of data in regard to education statistics and government orientation created a need to 

compromise in different ways. Because of the lack of longitudinal education investment data, 
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the possibility to use a TSCS method became unfeasible and causal conclusions could not be 

made. In the case of government orientation, the lack of data makes the results that include the 

variable unreliable. Hopefully, future studies in the subject can circumvent these data problems 

in some way and thus unveil answers that are now left uncertain. There were also validity 

problems in adapting Doner et al.’s (2005) theory to quantifiable measures. Unfortunately, 

Doner et al. are at times unclear in what they mean by systemic vulnerability, especially in the 

case of broad coalitions. They also give no indication of what should constitute as a broad 

coalition, a severe external threat, and scarce resources. The scope of this paper did not allow 

for those judgements to be made, even though a discussion of how it could be done is had in 

Section 4.2. If there is to be a future study of systemic vulnerability, these methodological 

problems should be taken into account and hopefully solved, even though this paper was not 

able to do so. The definition of broad coalition was also lacking, which created problems in 

operationalizing the concept. Without a more clearly defined concept of what coalitions Doner 

et al. actually refer to when discussing systemic vulnerability, it is impossible to measure the 

effect that it has on development investment. 

 The reason for conducting this study was to test the adaptability of the theory of 

systemic vulnerability in a new context, namely development investments. In this study, two of 

the components of systemic vulnerability seem to matter for development investments, and only 

one in the expected direction. However, the concept presented by Doner et al. can still be of 

use when discussing the different constraints that politicians battle with while in office. This 

study leaves several questions unanswered. There is more room to study the different parts of 

systemic vulnerability and their impact on development. Especially, it would be interesting to 

find if a different operationalization of broad coalitions could manifest statistically significant 

results, as it was not achieved in this test of the theory. In the future, it would also be interesting 

to delve deeper into what impact government orientation actually has on development 

investments. The concept of systemic vulnerability has not been quantitatively studied before, 

and this attempt is merely a starting point. Hopefully, future studies can develop the measures 

used in this paper and find new areas of use for the concept. 
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